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Sherlock Holmes For Dummies Steven Doyle 2010-03-22 Get a comprehensive guide to this important literary figure and his author. A classic literary
character, Sherlock Holmes has fascinated readers for decades -- from his repartee with Dr. Watson and his unparalleled powers of deduction to the settings,
themes, and villains of the stories. Now, this friendly guide offers a clear introduction to this beloved figure and his author, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, presenting
new insight into the detective stories and crime scene analysis that have has made Sherlock Holmes famous. Inside you'll find easy-to-understand yet
thorough information on the characters, recurring themes, and locations, and social context of the Sherlock Holmes stories, the relationship of these stories to
literature, and the forensics and detective work they feature. You'll also learn about the life of the author. Better understand and enjoy this influential literary
character with this plain-English guide. Gain insight on these classic Doyle tales -- from the classic Hound of the Baskervilles to the lesser-known short stories
to Holmes stories written by other mystery writers. Explore the appearance of Sherlock Holmes on film, TV, and stage. Examine Holmes today -- from the everexpanding network of fans worldwide to story locations that fans can visit. It's elementary! Sherlock Holmes For Dummies is an indispensable guide for
students and fans alike!
AS English Language Student Book Alison Ross Consultant: Jen Greatrex
Global Logistics For Dummies SOLE - The International Society of Logistics 2017-12-11 Your one-stop reference for entering the global logistics environment
Global Logistics for Dummies is an operational-level reference and overview for those manufacturers, businesses, product distributors, providers of logistics
services, humanitarian and disaster relief responders and logisticians on both ends of a global chain who are considering entry in or have recently embarked
on entering the global logistics chain/market. Easy to follow and packed with tons of helpful information, it serves as a springboard to larger texts for more
detailed information. Beginning with an introduction to both the “whats” and “whys” of global logistics, the book sheds light on how global logistics demands
the involvement of not only all elements of the logistics enterprise – e.g., design, logistics engineering, supply, storage/distribution, maintenance,
transportation, returns/re-manufacturing, etc. – but also all elements of the business enterprise. In no time, it’ll get you up to speed on the whole-enterprise
logistics elements that should be considered in the decision to enter and excel in providing logistics end-items, goods, and services to a global customer.
Deliver global disaster and relief logistics support Explore global manufacturing and distribution logistics Provide logistics services for foreign customers Adapt
domestic logistics to foreign operating environments Written by a team of SOLE – The International Society of Logistics credentialed practitioners and
academicians, Global Logistics for Dummies makes it easier than ever to succeed in this ever-growing field.
Breakthrough Plus Carmella Lieske 2014-03-05 A communication-focussed course in American English. This flexible course builds confidence through an
emphasis on speaking and listening skills, and enhances learning through the innovative and interactive digibook. The Teacher's Resource Book Pack
contains teacher's notes, a test generator CD-ROM and a webcode for the Digibook.
Visual Dharma Chögyam Trungpa 1975
Finance Equations and Answers BarCharts Inc., Staff 2009-05-31 Students and business owners alike are sure to find that this 3-panel (6-page) guide is an
invaluable source of comprehensive, up-to-date information regarding key financial principles and methodologies, as well as the formulas and equations that
apply to them. Easy-to-use icons help users go right to the equations and formulas they need to learn, and call out helpful tips to use, common pitfalls to
avoid, and critical points to remember.
The Natural Speaker Randy Fujishin 2021-12-14 The Natural Speaker is a friendly step-by-step guide to public speaking that explores the fundamental skills
necessary to present a natural and rewarding speech to any audience. By providing an overview of speech construction, practice, and delivery, this book is
designed to enhance and improve upon students' natural strengths. Featuring a warm and humorous writing style, The Natural Speaker illustrates the
concepts and skills required for enjoyable public speaking, and Randy Fujishin invites readers to view speaking as a life-long journey. This tenth edition
features a new chapter on speaking in online contexts, including leading or participating in online meetings, using digital presentation tools, and guidelines for
effective online PowerPoint presentations, as well as additional focus on intercultural considerations and new Internet student activities at the end of each
chapter. This book serves as an accessible core textbook for Public Speaking and Introduction to Communication courses and also provides guidance for
individual readers and public speaking workshops. Online resources include an instructor’s manual with sample test questions and exercises.
Cases in Compensation George T. Milkovich 2003 "This casebook contains background information on FastCat, a fictional company based on several real
organizations. Designing a pay system for FastCat will help you understsand the concepts and techniques discussed in the Milkovich and Newman textbook
Compensation"--P. 1.
The Thing in the Forest (Storycuts) A S Byatt 2011-11-17 Leaves rustle underfoot in a dark wood: two little girls, extracted from their homes in wartime
London, encounter something terrifying in a forest. Later when they meet as grown women, they realise the experience has coloured their lives. A dark tale
about the nature of stories themselves. Part of the Storycuts series, this short story was originally published in the collection Little Black Book of Stories.
Functional Neuroanatomy: Text and Atlas, 2nd Edition Adel K. Afifi 2005-02-18 A Doody's Core Title Superbly illustrated, this core textbook reinforces an
understanding of basic neuroanatomical structures by emphasizing their clinical significance in neurologic disease. Featuring a seamless integration of over
400 illustrations within the text, Functional Neuroanatomy includes cross-sectional atlas views of the brain and brain stem, MRI images in three planes, and
key concepts identified within each chapter.
Mathematics for Economics Michael Hoy 2001 This text offers a presentation of the mathematics required to tackle problems in economic analysis. After a
review of the fundamentals of sets, numbers, and functions, it covers limits and continuity, the calculus of functions of one variable, linear algebra, multivariate
calculus, and dynamics.
English in Mind Level 2 Student's Book with DVD-ROM Herbert Puchta 2010-03-25 This second edition updates a course which has proven to be a perfect fit
for classes the world over. Engaging content and a strong focus on grammar and vocabulary combine to make this course a hit with both teachers and
students. Popular course features have been refreshed with new content, including the imaginative reading and listening topics, 'Culture in Mind', and
'Everyday English' sections. New for the second edition is a DVD-ROM with the Level 2 Student's Book containing games, extra exercises and videos
featuring the photostories' characters as well as a 'Videoke' record-yourself function. There is a full 'Vocabulary bank' at the back of the book which expands
upon lexical sets learned in the units.
The Making of a Modern Japanese Architecture David B. Stewart 1987 Traces the development of Japanese architecture, looks at the influence of traditional
styles, and discusses the interaction of technology and architecture
Tower in the Sky Hiwot Teffera 2012 "An eighteen-year old girl sets out to meet a young man whom she had never met before and is swept away by a series
of events that transformed her life in a way she could have never imagined."--Back cover.
Sales Closing For Dummies Tom Hopkins 1998-04-21 Without the close, there is no sale. Pretty obvious, right? Yet, for many salespeople, closing is the most
baffling and elusive part of the selling process. All too often, salespeople meet qualified clients and charm them with an eloquent presentation, only to see the
sale mysteriously slip from between their fingers in the end. Which is sad when you consider all the hard work – the prospecting, preparation, planning, and
practice – done for the sake of a moment of truth that never arrives. Fortunately, closing is an art that can be mastered, and now Sales Closing For Dummies
shows you how. Packed with powerful principles that can help you become a top-producing salesperson, Sales Closing For Dummies is the ultimate guide to
mastering that most mysterious part of the selling equation. Tom Hopkins, the legendary sales genius who, by age 30 was the nation’s leading real-estate
trainer, demystifies closing and shows what it takes to be a champion closer, including how to: Lead a sale without being pushy Read the signs of an
interested potential buyer Use questioning methods that close sales, time and again Help clients feel good about their buying decisions Keep your clients’

business and build their loyalty Build long-term relationships and watch your sales grow With the help of dozens of real-life examples from a wide cross
section of industries, Tom shows why professional selling is about communication, not coercion. And he shares his considerable insight and experience on:
Verbal and visual buying cues and how to recognize them Choosing the best location for closing Addressing concerns and creating a sense of urgency Timetested tactics and strategies for ending customer procrastination, overcoming their fear, closing from a distance, and more The ten biggest closing mistakes
and how to avoid them Add-on selling and other ways of getting your clients to help you to build your business Featuring Tom’s Hopkins’ trademark “Red Flag”
key points and situation scripts, this fun, easy-to-understand guide arms you with the hands-on tools and techniques you’ll need to become a world-class
closer.
The Hidden Lamp Zenshin Florence Caplow 2013-10-21 The Hidden Lamp is a collection of one hundred koans and stories of Buddhist women from the time
of the Buddha to the present day. This revolutionary book brings together many teaching stories that were hidden for centuries, unknown until this volume.
These stories are extraordinary expressions of freedom and fearlessness, relevant for men and women of any time or place. In these pages we meet nuns,
laywomen practicing with their families, famous teachers honored by emperors, and old women selling tea on the side of the road. Each story is accompanied
by a reflection by a contemporary woman teacher--personal responses that help bring the old stories alive for readers today--and concluded by a final
meditation for the reader, a question from the editors meant to spark further rumination and inquiry. These are the voices of the women ancestors of every
contemporary Buddhist.
Dharma Art Chögyam Trungpa 1996 "Dharma art" refers to creative works that spring from the awakened meditative state, characterized by directness,
unselfconsciousness, and nonagression. Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche shows that dharma art provides a vehicle to appreciate the nature of things as they are
and express it without any struggle or desire to achieve. A work of dharma art brings out the goodness and dignity of the situation it reflects - dignity that
comes from the artist's interest in the details of life and sense of appreciation for experience. At the same time, the author stresses the need for artists to study
their craft, develop skill, and absorb knowledge and insight passed down by tradition. And, finally, he extends the principles of dharma art to everyday life,
showing how any activity can provide an opportunity to relax and open ourselves to the phenomenal world.
Modern French Course Mathurin Marius Dondo 1929
Loving Che Ana Menendez 2007-12-01 In this “evocative first novel,” an elderly woman looks back on the world of revolutionary Cuba as she recalls her
intimate, secret love affair with Ernesto “Che” Guevara (Publishers Weekly). A young Cuban woman has been searching in vain for details of her birth mother.
All she knows of her past is that her grandfather fled the turbulent Havana of the 1960s for Miami with her in tow, and that pinned to her sweater-possibly by
her mother-were a few treasured lines of a Pablo Neruda poem. These facts remain her only tenuous links to her history, until a mysterious parcel arrives in
the mail. Inside the soft, worn box are layers of writings and photographs. Fitting these pieces together with insights she gleans from several trips back to
Havana, the daughter reconstructs a life of her mother, her youthful affair with the dashing, charismatic Che Guevara and the child she bore by the enigmatic
rebel. Loving Che is a brilliant recapturing of revolutionary Cuba, the changing social mores, the hopes and disappointments, the excitement and terror of the
times. It is also an erotic fantasy, a glimpse into the private life of a mythic public figure, and an exquisitely crafted meditation on memory, history, and
storytelling. Finally, Loving Che is a triumphant unveiling of how the stories we tell about others ultimately become the story of ourselves. “A moving novel
from a writer to watch.” —Publishers Weekly “Inventive and hypnotic . . . [An] artful and restless examination of the exile soul.” —Los Angeles Times
“[Menendez] captures Cuba’s potential, its desperation and decay, and also its dark humor.” —The New York Times “The writing is consistently beautiful.
Highly recommended.” —Library Journal
Calculus for the Life Sciences, Global Edition Raymond N. Greenwell 2015-03-05 The full text downloaded to your computer With eBooks you can: search for
key concepts, words and phrases make highlights and notes as you study share your notes with friends eBooks are downloaded to your computer and
accessible either offline through the Bookshelf (available as a free download), available online and also via the iPad and Android apps. Upon purchase, you'll
gain instant access to this eBook. Time limit The eBooks products do not have an expiry date. You will continue to access your digital ebook products whilst
you have your Bookshelf installed. Calculus for the Life Sciences features interesting, relevant applications that motivate students and highlight the utility of
mathematics for the life sciences. This edition also features new ways to engage students with the material, such as Your Turn exercises.
Macroeconomics Campbell McConnell 2011-01-12 McConnell, Brue, and Flynn's Economics: Principles, Problems, and Policies is the #1 Principles of
Economics textbook in the world. It continues to be innovative while teaching students in a clear, unbiased way. The 19th Edition builds upon the tradition of
leadership by sticking to 3 main goals: Help the beginning student master the principles essential for understanding the economizing problem, specific
economic issues, and the policy alternatives; help the student understand and apply the economic perspective and reason accurately and objectively about
economic matters; and promote a lasting student interest in economics and the economy. Connect is the only integrated learning system that empowers
students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need, when they need it, and how they need it, so that your class time is more engaging and
effective.
Day Hiking South Cascades Dan A. Nelson 2007 * Compact, easy-carry size * Two color maps, charts and elevation profiles This handsome guide is full of
charts and easy-to-find information that will help you quickly select your ideal hike. And once you're on the trail, you'll enjoy the sidebars on flora and fauna,
and historical highlights that accompany many of the routes. There is a full-color front map and then two-color section maps, along with clear driving directions
to the trail head, options for nearby camping, ratings for trail difficulty and photos of what you'll see on your hike. Hikes are typically less than 12 miles round
trip. The Day Hiking series guidebooks are the most comprehensive and attractive trail guides available for Washington state. **Mountaineers Books
designates 1 percent of the sales of select guidebooks in our Day Hiking series toward volunteer trail maintenance. Since launching this program, we've
contributed more than $14,000 toward improving trails. For this book, our 1 percent of sales is going to Washington Trails Association (WTA). WTA hosts
more than 750 work parties throughout Washington's Cascades and Olympics each year, with volunteers clearing downed logs after spring snowmelt, cutting
away brush, retreading worn stretches of trail, and building bridges and turnpikes. Their efforts are essential to the land managers who maintain thousands of
acres on shoestring budgets.
Physics John D. Cutnell 2018-02-15 Physics 11E provides students with the skills that they need to succeed in this course, by focusing on conceptual
understanding; problem solving; and providing real-world applications and relevance. Conceptual Examples, Concepts and Calculations problems, and Check
Your Understanding questions help students to understand physics principles. Math Skills boxes, multi-concept problems, and Examples with reasoning steps
help students to improve their reasoning skills while solving problems. “The Physics Of” boxes show students how physics principles are relevant to their
everyday lives. Available/sold separately, WileyPLUS to accompany Physics 11E continues to build on rich multimedia enhancements that encourage student
engagement. ORION, the adaptive study guide, diagnoses student’s strengths and weaknesses, leading them to the specific content and media needed to
help them effectively learn. All ORION practice problems have hints and feedback. The course includes 259 short lecture videos, one for each course section,
that explain the basic concepts and learning objectives. In addition, 150 Chalkboard problem-solving videos and guided online tutorials along with vector
drawing questions enrich WileyPLUS. These features are designed to facilitate flipping the classroom, and to encourage students to remain within the
WileyPLUS environment, as opposed to pursuing the “pay-for-solutions” websites and searching uncurated web content that short circuits and can confuse
their learning process. .
Quantum Gods Victor J. Stenger
Politics of the Middle East Michael G. Roskin 2004 For undergraduate Political Science courses in International Relations, World History, World Cultures,
Nonwestern History, Third World Countries, Military Science, and Political Geography, with a focus on the Middle East. An introduction to the Middle East, this
text captures the broad sweep of history, geography, cultures, and religions and leads up to the regions twentieth-century (and more current) conflicts,
including the 2003 Iraq War. With its emphasis on basic concepts and vocabulary, and it use of illustrative case studies, Politics of the Middle East provides an
exciting tool for the basic understanding of this very complex region.
Introduction to Politics Robert Garner 2012-10-19 a href="http://www.oupcanada.com/ebrochure/garner/index.html"img
src="/images/hed/closer_look_btn.gif"/aNow in a Canadian edition, this truly international introduction to politics offers comprehensive coverage of key
concepts and ideologies, institutions, and international relations. Balancing theory with a wealth of Canadian and international real world examples, this text
equips students with theknowledge required to think critically about the current state of global politics. Intellectually stimulating yet accessible, Introduction to
Politics offers students a solid foundation to understanding politics and how it impacts every aspect of our lives.
Gene Control, Second Edition David Latchman 2015-02-20 The new edition of Gene Control has been updated to include significant advances in the roles of
the epigenome and regulatory RNAs in gene regulation. The chapter structure remains the same: the first part consists of pairs of chapters that explain the
mechanisms involved and how they regulate gene expression, and the second part deals with specific biological processes (including diseases) and how they
are controlled by genes. Coverage of methodology has been strengthened by the inclusion more explanation and diagrams.The significant revision and

updating will allow Gene Control to continue to be of value to students, scientists and clinicians interested in the topic of gene control.
Macroeconomics: Canadian Edition N. Gregory Mankiw 2014-05-09 This special edition of Greg Mankiw’s intermediate macroeconomics textbook takes the
same approach that made the parent text a bestseller, but with coverage shaped to address fiscal policy, monetary/exchange-rate policy, deficit reduction, and
other critical economic issues from the uniquely Canadian perspective. Like Mankiw’s Macroeconomics, the Canadian edition teaches fundamentals by
relating theoretical concepts to big issues and policy debates, but illustrates those ideas and discussions with examples and cases from Canada, as well as
research by Canadian economists.
Betraying Our Troops Dina Rasor 2007-05-01 In this shocking exposé, two government fraud experts reveal how private contractors have put the lives of
countless American soldiers on the line while damaging our strategic interests and our image abroad. From the shameful war profiteering of companies like
Halliburton/KBR to the sinister influence that corporate lobbyists have on American foreign policy, Dina Rasor and Robert H. Bauman paint a disturbing
picture. Here they give the inside story on troops forced to subsist on little food and contaminated water, on officers afraid to lodge complaints because of
Halliburton's political clout, on millions of dollars in contractors' bogus claims that are funded by American taxpayers. Drawing on exclusive sources within
government and the military, the authors show how money and power have conspired to undermine our fighting forces and threaten the security of our country.
The Good and Beautiful Community James Bryan Smith 2010-07-21 In the third book in the Apprentice Series, James Bryan Smith helps you to live in
relationship with others as apprentices of Jesus. He shows how to bring spiritual formation and community engagement together, and he offers spiritual
practices that root new, true narratives about God and the world in your soul.
Electromagnetics Laud B B 1987
The Pink Ribbon Journey: The Best Companion Guide for Breast Cancer Patients Gilbert Newman, MD 2016-03-29 If you are looking for an easy-tounderstand, yet comprehensive breast cancer guide, this book is for you. This guide is written for any woman and their loved ones with breast cancer, those
who are worried about developing breast cancer, or for anybody who simply wants to learn more about breast cancer. The Pink Ribbon Journey will take you
from the very beginning of a breast cancer journey, from what symptoms to look out for, through the practical aspects of breast cancer that affects you to your
best chance of staying cancer free. This is all explained in an easy-to-understand language, written by an oncologist who has seen and treated hundreds of
patients with breast cancer. You will feel supported, and understand the disease better with this companion guide. Armed with this knowledge and confidence,
you will feel empowered by each decision that you make and allow you to anticipate challenges positively to achieve your treatment goals and see you
through your breast cancer journey.
Introduction to Quantum Mechanics S. M. Blinder 2020-10-16 Introduction to Quantum Mechanics, Second Edition presents an accessible, fully-updated
introduction on the principles of quantum mechanics. The book outlines the fundamental concepts of quantum theory, discusses how these arose from classic
experiments in chemistry and physics, and presents the quantum-mechanical foundations of many key scientific techniques. Chapters cover an introduction to
the key principles underpinning quantum mechanics, differing types of molecular structures, bonds and behaviors, and applications of quantum mechanical
theory across a number of important fields, including new chapters on Density Functional Theory, Statistical Thermodynamics and Quantum Computing.
Drawing on the extensive experience of its expert author, this book is a reliable introduction to the principles of quantum mechanics for anyone new to the
field, and a useful refresher on fundamental knowledge and latest developments for anyone more experienced in the field. Presents a fully updated accounting
that reflects the most recent developments in Quantum Theory and its applications Includes new chapters on Special Functions, Density Functional Theory,
Statistical Thermodynamics and Quantum Computers Presents additional problems and exercises to further support learning
Glorified Fasting Franklin Hall 2016-04-14 “STAND FAST, AND hold the traditions which ye have been taught, whether by word, or our epistle .... Comfort
your hearts; and stablish you in every good word and work .... Finally, brethren, pray for us, that the word; of the Lord may have free course, and be
GLORIFIED, even as it is with you.” II Thess. 2:15, 17; 3:1. FASTING, like PRAYER, is a part of the word of God. To dispute this would be as foolish as
denying water is wet. Shall we “STAND FAST” on this IRREVOCABLE “TRADITION,” which we have been taught in the WORD, since it is indisputably a part
of the WORD of God? Let us pray that it will “have free course, AND BE GLORIFIED,” in its proper place in order that JESUS may receive more glory and
honor from His children. The purpose of this volume is to popularize, perhaps one of the most downtrodden of all Biblical subjects, and assist in the author’s
small way to reestablish this part of the Gospel, bringing it out in all its glorious aspects. We are dealing with a tremendous portion of the Word—able to open
up an avenue to tremendous power and glory with JESUS for the mutual welfare of His body, and the bringing of a mighty last day revival. By the proper
utilization of fasting, praying, crying and mourning for souls, and by going into the FASTING-PRAYER without a selfish motive, many pillars of the FAITH can
pull together in this travail to such an extent that when tragedy, destruction, persecution, and the rest of the last-day signs approach us more closely, we will
have at our disposal a most effective weapon to carry us through for the glory of Jesus. It is NOT the purpose of this book, or any of the other articles on the
subject of fasting, to leave an impression that this practice is the Scriptural cure-all for spiritual, moral and bodily complaints. Emphasis is given the subject for
the purpose of quickly enlightening God’s people who seem to be “falling away” from the old-time faith, and to prevent the unhappy drift towards modernism
that is so sweeping the land. We do not emphasize fasting for the purpose of bragging, or for such great merit that it would be boasting before our God, but we
are pressing it forward with such tempo so that the children of the Bridegroom will become more quickly and fully prepared for the closing of this Holy Spirit
dispensation. This work has grown to such an extent, we have had to give up the revival auditorium. The author is devoting his entire time to the work of
fasting, even discontinuing most of the traveling speaking engagements, in order to assure it greater success and promotion over the world for the mutual
welfare of Christendom and the Kingdom of God. To make it even easier to grasp, the author has gone to additional expense in constructing drawings,
diagrams and charts for numerous cuts to bring forth quickly through the eye-gate, this precious vital truth of orthodox Christianity. May the reader be blessed
by them. This was done solely for the purpose of glorifying our most lovable Jesus. In the name of Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, we,
therefore, dedicate this work to Jesus. May it bring praise and honor of Him. Revelation 22:17-21.
SCJP Sun Certified Programmer for Java 6 Study Guide Kathy Sierra 2008-06-14 The Best Fully Integrated Study System Available--Written by the Lead
Developers of Exam 310-065 With hundreds of practice questions and hands-on exercises, SCJP Sun Certified Programmer for Java 6 Study Guide covers
what you need to know--and shows you how to prepare--for this challenging exam. 100% complete coverage of all official objectives for exam 310-065 Exam
Objective Highlights in every chapter point out certification objectives to ensure you're focused on passing the exam Exam Watch sections in every chapter
highlight key exam topics covered Simulated exam questions match the format, tone, topics, and difficulty of the real exam Covers all SCJP exam topics,
including: Declarations and Access Control · Object Orientation · Assignments · Operators · Flow Control, Exceptions, and Assertions · Strings, I/O,
Formatting, and Parsing · Generics and Collections · Inner Classes · Threads · Development CD-ROM includes: Complete MasterExam practice testing
engine, featuring: Two full practice exams; Detailed answers with explanations; Score Report performance assessment tool Electronic book for studying on
the go Bonus coverage of the SCJD exam included! Bonus downloadable MasterExam practice test with free online registration.
Harvard Business Review on Thriving in Emerging Markets Harvard Business Review 2011-05-10 Beat local companies at their game. If you need the best
practices and ideas for gaining market share in developing economies--but don't have time to find them--this book is for you. Here are 10 inspiring and useful
perspectives, all in one place. This collection of HBR articles will help you: - Manage risk in unstable environments - Ward off political threats to your
business - Customize your business model for emerging markets - Tailor your strategy to capitalize on countries' strengths - Gain ground on emerging giants Compete in China's new high-tech market - Win the war for talent in developing economies - Serve the bottom of the pyramid profitably
White Sail Thinley Norbu 2001-04-10 Buddhism teaches that enlightenment is our natural state; the problem is that we do not recognize this state, owing to
the mind's confusion about its true nature. Thinley Norbu presents the Buddhist view in a way meant to clear up misconceptions and awaken the reader's
innate wisdom. Thinley Norbu is a distinguished teacher of the Nyingma lineage of Tibetan Buddhism and the author of The Small Golden Key and Magic
Dance.
Feel-Bad Education Alfie Kohn 2011-04-05 Mind-opening writing on what kids need from school, from one of education’s most outspoken voices Almost no
writer on schools asks us to question our fundamental assumptions about education and motivation as boldly as Alfie Kohn. The Washington Post says that
“teachers and parents who encounter Kohn and his thoughts come away transfixed, ready to change their schools.” And Time magazine has called him
“perhaps the country’s most outspoken critic of education’s fixation on grades [and] test scores.” Here is challenging and entertaining writing on where we
should go in American education, in Alfie Kohn’s unmistakable voice. He argues in the title essay with those who think that high standards mean joylessness
in the classroom. He reflects thoughtfully on the question “Why Self-Discipline Is Overrated.” And in an essay for the New York Times, which generated
enormous response, he warns against the dangers of both punishing and praising children for what they do instead of parenting “unconditionally.” Whether
he’s talking about school policy or the psychology of motivation, Kohn gives us wonderfully provocative—and utterly serious—food for thought. This new book
will be greeted with enthusiasm by his many readers, and by teachers and parents seeking a refreshing perspective on today’s debates about kids and
schools.
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